12.05.2019 committee meeting
Absent with apologies: Afif Haque, David Chieng, Priya, Thanaya
Absent with no apologies:
Who?
Rocky
(Pres)

Discussion
-

Grace
(admin)

-

Action

Moot court opens at law school next week
Comps finals Mon, Tues, Weds
Minters-Ellison cover letter workshop Tues
during day
LGBTQI panel this week
ALSA registration finalising soon
Grace going with Rocky to this (focus on
productivity)
Grace and Rocky to review each committee
member’s constitutional roles
And each of us to have a look as well
We’re taking down the exam database at
the end of the semester
- Hasn’t been updated for 3 years or
so, so exams there at the moment
are a bit outdated
- That’s when they initially said it
would be taken down
- Created awkward dynamic, where
CoL accuses LSS of facilitating
academic misconduct
- Had instances of people directly
copying work from exam database
- UNSW has a study guide approach
- A lot of law schools at ALSA have
had similar experiences with
pushback from their faculty, and that
makes it not very sustainable
- Will there still be questions? LSS had
only the answer, we used to have to
go and look for the original paper
that the answer was responding to
- Could be helpful to have an exam
question database, something where
there isn’t potential for copying
- Convenors will say look at tutorial
questions

-

AGM next week in law lecture theatre just
outside the library
Whoever brings the most friends gets a free
hoodie
We need to reach 30 for corum
Should be pretty quick and smooth, just a

-

-

-

-

-

-

Some exec
members to go
to opening
Like any LSS
posts that come
up- be engaged!
See if your role
is outdated in
the constitution
Should certain
portfolios have
more directors
This with a view
to the OGM if
people think
things need to
be updated
Any thoughts on
exam database
being taken
down?

What do people
think of
hoodies?

-

Thanaya
(Careers)

-

formality we need to do every semester
Some very minor constitutional changes to
address- these will be going up on the
website this week
Voting done for hoodie
Tshirts for FYO coming soon
ANUSA meeting last Friday
Important newsletter coming up
Thanks for clerkship evening help
Minter-Ellison workshop Tues 12-1pm
This week, all ANU careers resume
sessions are booked up already

-

-

-

Priya
(equity)

-

-

David
(comps)

-

Send through
any feedback
about clerkship
night (venue,
catering etc.)
People in
colleges share
cover letter
event on college
pages (maybe
do bulk LSS
post about all
the stuff
happening)
If you want your
resume
checked,
register for that

Yoga next sem: confirmed dojo for indoor
sessions, still waiting on confirmation for
University Ave (need certificate of currency)
Study packs being developed- going to
Costco this weekend
Epi, Jess and I will get together and put
packs together
Happy Feet event went live
- Starts 8am
- Route still being figured out
- For a part go around a bit of LBG
- Lots of academics coming
- Going for a walk and then free coffee
afterwards (most likely at Rex, but
still TBC)
- Will be casual
- Have to be a law student to come
- Gaining traction (50 interested, 15
going)

-

Give support to
Happy Feet
event on FB

Monday mooting at KWM
Tuesday- negotiations at Ashursts
Client interviews on Wednesday

-

Check out a
comp final if you
have time

-

Nila (SJ)

-

Eliza
(events)

Competitions guide
Rejected from doing CPD point plan
- Avenue to encourage professionals
to judge competitions or mentor
students (they need CPD points)
Just had WitEx finals
Thinking of combining UC and ANU
because of lack of interest
WitEx seems to struggle
Ashurst reminding Rocky of how much
Tuesday event is costing them
LGBTQI panel on Tuesday
Dobinson’s catering
SJY monitoring projects that run throughout
the year
- Mentoring and the Cambodia trip
-

-

Confirmed prices for Law Ball
Cheaper than last year
$115 for members, $120 for
non-members
Events team gets free tickets
$100 for committee members
Contacted a reptile lady (no
response yet)
Theme is ‘Into the Wild’ (show
images of decorations from potential
decorator Show Pony)
JD end of semester drinks on 24th
May
Trivia with Peppercorn on Tuesday
of week 11
We got a DJ recommendation
Still yet to hear back from one more
decorator

-

-

-

Share Law Ball
event to groups
of law students
you’re involved
in
Come to trivia!

Portfolio
report Afif
(finance)
Portfolio
report
(Bri)

-

-

In conversation with convenors to organise
problem solving workshops at end of term
(around Wk12)
- Run by the convenor
- Almost like a lecture
- Take you through a question and
how they would approach it
- Uploaded online
Responses about extra tutorials have been

-

-

How do people
feel about
problem solving
workshops and
pre-exam tutes?
If they are
already
accommodating
problem solving

-

-

pretty negative so far
Still a few to review,
CoL has given a lot of pushback in recent
years about running pre-exam tutes
Problem solving workshops really useful
Good to get a young, more recent
perspective than perspective of the
convenor
Nice that they’re more exam-oriented
Convenors don’t really go over how to
organise your notes
In the past, when it was more
content-heavy, it was an issue (academic
misconduct)- so now moved to more
skills-based

workshops,
maybe it’s fair
that they aren’t
as interested in
pre-exam tutes

